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Abstract. The usefulness of long-wavelength potential field 
anomalies in lithospheric interpretation is greatly increased 
with spherical earth modeling techniques. Gauss-Legendre 
quadrature integration is used to calculate the anomalous po
tential of gravity and magnetic fields and their spatial de
rivatives on a spherical earth for an arbitrary body represented 
by an equivalent point source distribution of gravity poles or 
magnetic dipoles. The distribution of equivalent point sources 
is determined directly from the coordinate limits of the source 
volume. Variable integration limits for an arbitrarily shaped 
body are derived from interpolation of points which approxi
mate the body's surface envelope. The versatility of the method 
is enhanced by the ability to treat physical property variations 
within the source volume and to consider variable magnetic 
fields over the source and observation surface. A number of 
examples verify and illustrate the capabilities of the technique, 
including preliminary modeling of potential field signatures for 
Mississippi embayment crustal structure at satellite elevations. 
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Introduction 

Computation of theoretical anomalous gravity and magnetic 
fields from geologic models is an important element in in
terpreting potential field data and designing surveys. For re
gional gravity and magnetic surveys measured in degrees of 
latitude and longitude, procedures are desired which model 
directly, in spherical coordinates, potential field anomalies due 
to large-scale, arbitrarily shaped sources of variable density or 
magnetization characteristics. 

In a review of computer modeling techniques Bhattacharyya 
(1978) presents methods that in principle are suitable for 
spherical earth modeling of regional features. These procedures 
are generally based on approximations of the anomalous 
source as a group of prisms or polygonal laminae, the effects of 
which are evaluated and summed at each observation point to 
yield the total anomaly. However, for typical spherical earth 
modeling applications, the book-keeping problem involved with 
subdividing the large-scale source into simple forms to reflect 
arbitrary characteristics of geometry and physical properties is 
commonly formidable. 

A simple and more efficient procedure is to represent 
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quadratures of the source volume by equivalent point sources 
according to the well known technique of Gaussian quadrature 
integration. In principle, the appropriate geometric distribution 
of equivalent point sources can be determined directly from the 
coordinate limits of the source volume, so that an accurate 
estimate of the source-affiliated anomaly is obtained by 
evaluating and summing at each observation point the anomaly 
values due to each point source of the equivalent source distri
bution. 

Gaussian quadrature is a time-honored technique for 
numerical integration and has been well studied in the litera
ture of numerical methods (Carnahan et al. 1969). Potential 
field modeling by Gauss-Legendre quadrature was used by Ku 
(1977) to evaluate gravity and magnetic anomalies in Cartesian 
coordinates due to bodies of arbitrary shape and magnetic 
polarization. In this discussion, the method is extended to 
spherical coordinates and the general problem of sources with 
arbitrary shape and variable density and magnetization proper
ties. 

Description of Method 

As illustrated in Fig. 1, 1t 1s convenient for gravity and mag
netic modeling problems to consider the anomalous body as 
being composed of a source volume distribution of gravity 
point poles or magnetic point dipoles, respectively. Hence, to 
estimate the anomalous gravity or magnetic field at some ob
servation point, 1t 1s necessary to evaluate and sum the ano
maly values due to each of these point sources at the obser
vation point. 

In particular, the radial anomaly, Ll g, due to a gravity 
point pole referred to a geocentric coordinate system as shown 
in Fig. l is given by 

Llg={-G ~ (_!_) aR} Lim 
3R R ar (1) 

where 

G =universal gravitational constant (=6.67x10-s cm 3 / 

(g sec2 )), 

R =distance from observation point (r, 8, cf;) to source point 
(r', ()', q/), 

r, r' =radial distances from earth's center to the observation 
point and source point, repectively, 

0, ()' =co-latitude coordinates of observation and source points, 
respectively, 
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Fig. 1. Gravity and magnetic anomaly modeling in spherical coor
dinates of a geologic body with arbitrary shape and physical properties 
by Gauss-Legendre quadrature integration (see text for details) 

¢,¢'=longitude coordinates of observation and source points, 
respectively, and 

L1 m =mass contrast of the point pole. 

For a magnetic point dipole, on the other hand, the total 
magnetic intensity anomaly, L1 T, is given by 

L1 T = {- u · V ( u' · V' (i))} Llj (2) 

where 

V, V' =gradient operators in observation point and source point 
coordinates, respectively, 

Llj =magnetization contrast of the point dipole, and 
u, u' =unit geomagnetic field vectors at the observation point 

and source point, respectively. 

Conventionally, the unit vectors u and u' are expressed in terms 
of geomagnetic field inclination (/,I') and declination (D, D'). 
Also, when the point dipole polarization is by induction 

Llj=Llk F' (3) 

where 

L1 k =magnetic susceptibility contrast of the point dipole, and 
F' =scalar geomagnetic field intensity at the source point. 

Hence, in regional-scale applications of Eq. (2) geomagnetic 
field models such as the IGRF-1965 (Cain et al. 1967) are 
normally used to obtain pertinent values of (/', D', F') at the 
source point and (/, D) at the observation point. 

Consideration of Eqs. (1) and (2) shows that the incremental 
gravity and magnetic anomaly values due to a point source 
located a distance R from the observation point can be general
ized according to the relation 

q(R) L1 x (4) 

where 

q(R) =the geometrical point source function which describes 
the inverse distance between the observation point and 
source point, and 

L1 x =the appropriate physical property contrast of the point 
source. 

Hence, to determine the total potential field anomaly it is 
necessary to evaluate at each observation point (r, 8, ¢) the 
volume integral given by 

<J>b Ob rb 

J J J (q(r, e, ¢; r', 8', ¢') L1 x) dr' d8' d¢' (5) 
q,;,. e;,. r;,. 

where the primed variables refer to the coordinates of the 
anomalous body such that 

¢~,¢~=lower and upper longitude limits of the source volume, 
e~, e~ =lower and upper co-latitude limits of the source vol-

ume, and 
r~, r~ =lower and upper radial limits of the source volume. 

Consider, now, the numerical evaluation of the innermost 
integral in Eq. (5). Most numerical integration techniques in
volve the use of interpolation polynomials to approximate the 
integrand according to a summation formula of the general 
type given by 

ni 

J ( q(r') L1 x) dr'""' L A;q(r;) L1 x (6) 

where the ni values A; are the weights to be given to the ni 
functional values (q(r;) L1 x) evaluated at the interpolation coor
dinates, r;. Conventional integration formulae such as 
Simpson's rule cir the trapezoidal rule assume equal spacing of 
the arguments r; which is generally appropriate when dealing 
with an integrand that is not well known analytically. However, 
as shown in Eqs. (1) and (2) the integrand being considered 
here involves a familar analytic function which may be com
puted for any argument to great precision. In such instances, 
Gaussian quadrature formulae can be developed to yield selec
ted values of interpolation r; and coefficients A; so that the sum 
in Eq. (6) gives the integral exactly when (q(r') Llx) is a poly
nomial of degree 2ni or less (Carnahan et al. 1969). 

In general, it may be shown that the Gaussian coefficients 
A; can be obtained from a polynomial of order ni which is 
orthogonal over the interval of integration such that the ni 
points of interpolation r; are the zeros of the polynomial. 
Families of orthogonal polynomials which are commonly used 
to develop Gaussian quadrature formulae include Legendre, 
Laguerre, Chebyshev and Hermite polynomials. However, in 
this discussion, only the prototype of the Gaussian method in
volving Legendre polynomials is considered. 

Legendre polynomials I'.i;(r') of order ni which are ortho
gonal over the interval - 1 ~ r' ~ 1 are given by 

Pr= -- --r'2 -l"' ( 1 ) ( d"i ·) 
",( ) 2"ini! dr'"i ( ) ' where P0 (r') = 1 (7) 
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Accordingly, the standard Gauss-Legendre quadrature over the 
interval ( -1, 1) is given by 

1 ni 

J (q(i") L1 x) di"::::::: L A;q(i".) L1 x (8) 
-1 

where the interpolation points r; at which the integrand is 
evaluated are the zeros of Eq. (7) and the Gaussian coefficients 
are 

2(1-i".2) 
A=----

' ni2{~;-1(i".)}2 
(9) 

Now for arbitrary limits of integration such as indicated in 
Eq. (6) it is necessary to map the standard interval -1;£r;;£1 
into the interval of integration r~ ;£ r; ;£ r~ according to the 
transformation 

r'.(r' -r')+(r' +r') 
r~ - l b a b a 

I 2 

Accordingly, the integral in Eq. (6) can be approximated as 

J (q(r')L1x)dr'=(r~-r~) f (q{i".(r~-r~)+(r~+r~)}.1x) dr' 
r~ 2 -1 2 

(10) 

(11) 

Extending this procedure to volume integrals is straightfor
ward. Thus, the Gauss-Legendre formula for the general eva
luation of Eq. (5) is given by 

<f>h 6h rh (,f.' A.' ) nk r ((:}' (:}' ) J J J (q(r', (:}', rjJ') .1 x) dr' d(:}' drjJ' ::::::: '!'kb -'l'ka L ) jb - ja 
</>~ 6~ r~ 2 ' k ~ 1 t 2 

X JI { c;b; r;a) 

;ti (q(r;, fJj, rjJ~) .1x) A;} Ai} Ak 

where 

r~ = 0.5 {~(r:b - r~:) + r:b + r~0 } 
fJj= 0.5{Bj(fJ}bfJ}al + fJjb + fJja} 

</J~ = 0.5 { ¢~( </J~b - </J~al + </J~b + rP~a} 

(12) 

r;, Bj, ¢~ =coordinates of the subdivision in the limits of in
tegration from - 1 to 1 which correspond to zero 
nodes of Eq. (7), 

A,, Ai' Ak =Gauss-Legendre quadrature coefficients given by Eq. 
(9), 

rjJ~"' rjJ~b =lower and upper longitude limits of the body for the 
k-th longitude component of the equivalent point 
source coordinates, , 

fJ]a, fJjb =lower and upper co-latitude limits of the body for 
the j-th co-latitude component of the equivalent 
point source coordinates, and 

r;a, r;b =lower and upper radial limits of the body for the 
i-th radial component of the equivalent point source 
coordinates. 

The quadrature formula given in Eq. (12) shows that gravity 
and magnetic anomalies can be computed accurately by sum
ming at each observation point the anomalous effect of nk x nj 
x ni equivalent point sources located at source point coor

dinates (r;, fJ~, rjJ~), where each of the differential point source 
anomalies is appropriately weighted by Gauss-Legendre 
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quadrature coefficients and the volume coordinate limits of the 
anomalous body being modeled. This result is well suited to 
machine computation where the input consists principally of 
values of the integrand for selected source points (r;, fJj, rjJ~), 
affiliated subdivision coordinates (r;, Bj, ¢~), and coefficients 
(A;, Ai' Ak), and the volume coordinate limits of the body for 
each dimension of every source point coordinate (r;, fJj, rjJ~). 

The selected values of the integrand for gravity or magnetic 
modeling purposes are readily obtained from Eqs. (1) or (2), 
respectively. Also, the Legendre subdivision coordinates of the 
interval (-1, 1) and associated Gaussian coefficients may be 
computed directly from Eqs. (7) and (9), respectively. However, 
it is generally found to be more machine efficient to input these 
values from tables using an algorithm such as described by 
Carnahan et al. (1969). Values which are applicable for such 
algorithms are tabulated to 30 digit precision for orders n = 2-
512 by Stroud and Secrest (1966). However, for most regional 
lithospheric modeling applications experience suggests that sub
division coordinates and associated coefficients to 10 digit pre
cision for orders up to n = 16 are normally sufficient. 

For a uniformly dimensioned body such as a prism, the 
integration limits for the evaluation of Eq. (12) are easy to 
specify. In this case, for example, (rjJ~"' rjJ~b)=(rjJ~, rjJ~), (8]a, fJjb) 
= (fJ~, fJ~) and (r;a, r;b) = (r~, r~). However, for the more general 
case of a body with arbitrary shape the integration limits are 
known in one dimension only, so that the problem of determin
ing the integration limits in the remaining two dimensions for 
each equivalent point source coordinate must be considered. 

Procedures can be developed to handle this problem ef
ficiently, such as the method described by Ku (1977) where a 
modified cubic spline function is used to interpolate the desired 
integration limits from a set of body point coordinates which 
provide a rough approximation of the surface envelope of the 
body. Typically, the procedure is to specify, for example, the 
longitudinal limits of integration of the body to obtain the nk 
Gauss-Legendre nodes rPk as described above. Interpolations of 
the body point coordinates are performed next to determine 
the maximum and minimum latitude coordinates of the body 
for each longitude coordinate ¢~. These values of course pro
vide the latitude limits of integration for evaluating the nj 
nodes fJj. Similarly, the radial coordinates of the body points 
are interpolated at each horizontal coordinate (rjJ~, fJj) to yield 
appropriate radial limits of integration from which the ni nodes 
r; can be determined. Procedures such as this are readily adap
ted for efficient machine processing so that the integration 
limits of arbitrarily shaped bodies can be determined accurately 
for evaluation of the quadrature formula given in Eq. (12). 

The quadrature formula in general has considerable versa
tility in modeling applications because anomalous gravity and 
magnetic potentials and their respective spatial derivatives of 
any order are all linearly related. Hence, to model the radial 
derivative of the potential field anomaly due to an arbitrary 
source, for example, it is necessary simply to exchange q(R) for 
oq(R)/or in Eq. (12). Additional geophysically interesting quan
tities which can be modeled from simple linear transformations 
of the integrand of Eq. (12) include the anomalous potential, 
vector anomaly components and the spatial derivatives of any 
order. Relative geoidal anomalies can also be modeled by 
computing the anomalous gravitational potential of the body at 
the surface of the earth and dividing it by normal gravity 
according to Brun's formula (Heiskanen and Moritz 1967). 

Bodies with variable physical property contrast are also 
accommodated readily by the quadrature solution. To emphas-
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ize the fact that Llx can be expressed as a function of source 
position (i.e., L1x=L1x(r',8', </>')) when necessary, the generalized 
point source anomaly (q(R) L1 x) has been carried intact 
throughout the foregoing developments. Conventional model
ing procedures normally assume bodies with uniform physical 
properties so that each property variation must be modeled as 
a separate body. To model the total intensity magnetic anom
aly due to a regional source subject to regional variations of 
geomagnetic field induction by the well known method of 
Talwani (1965), for example, requires that the source be sub
divided into blocks wherein the geomagnetic field polarization 
is uniform. Each block in turn must be subdivided into a group 
of approximating polygonal laminae to ensure accuracy of the 
numerical integration which evaluates the anomaly. By con
trast, the Gauss-Legendre quadrature approach is simply to 
polarize each point dipole in the quadrature formula according 
to the polarization characteristics of an acceptable numerical 
model of the geomagnetic field (e.g., the IGRF-1965 by Cain 
et al. 1967). This example also illustrates the technique for 
modeling bodies with remanent magnetization by quadrature 
formulation. Here, the magnetization of the point dipoles is 
achieved using a polarization field that represents the vector 
sum of induced and remanent magnetic polarizations. 

Finally, considerable computational flexibility is available 
for the practical implementation of the quadrature formulation. 
Ku (1977) noted the trade-offs which occur in applications of 
the method between efficient computation and the accuracy of 
the solution. A large number of Gauss-Legendre nodes ensures 
a very accurate quadrature solution, although the same degree 
of accuracy can often be achieved by a substantially smaller 
number of equivalent point sources. In fact, the accuracy of the 
solution remains essentially unchanged for different numbers of 
nodes as long as the node spacing is smaller than the distance 
to the observation point. Hence, the minimum number of no
des specified in a given application should be such that the 
distance to the observation point is greater than the node 
spacing. In general, then, the accuracy of the quadrature for
mulation can be readily controlled by adjusting the number of 
Gauss-Legendre nodes relative to the elevation of the obser
vation point. 

Illustration of Method 

A computer program is described in von Frese et al. (1980) 
which was developed for regional lithospheric gravity and mag
netic modeling applications by Gauss-Legendre quadrature. 
The program was used to construct examples that illustrate 
some of the capabilities of the method. 

To demonstrate and verify the method for regional-scale 
modeling applications, gravity and magnetic anomalies due to 
a three-dimensional spherical prism were modeled on a spatial 
scale small enough that the results could be compared readily 
with conventional modeling techniques in Cartesian coor
dinates. In Fig. 2, for example, a comparison is made between 
the two coordinate systems for calculations of gravity anomalies 
due to a 6.67 km thick prism with density contrast 0.25 g/cm3 . The 
observation grid consists of (16,16) stations uniformly spanning 
the region (273- 274) 0 E, (40-41) 0 N at an elevation (Z) of 6.67 km 
above the top of the prism. 

The well known method of Talwani and Ewing (1960) was 
used to calculate the gravity effect of the prismatic model as 
shown in Fig. 2A. The gravity anomaly was determined by 
evaluating and summing at each observation point the gravity 
anomalies due to 11 horizontal polygonal laminae used to 
approximate the prism. As shown in Fig. 2A, the resultant 
anomaly has an amplitude range (AR) between 36.0 mgal and 
0.3 mgal and an amplitude mean (AM) of 5.4 mgal. The anomaly 
was computed and contoured in Cartesian coordinates assum
ing l 0 =100km. This assumption distorts slightly the true geo
metry of a spherical prism in this 1° x 1 ° region in northwes
tern Indiana where I 0 in longitude or latitude is more nearly 
equal to 88 km or 112 km, respectively. 

In Fig. 2B the gravity anomaly of the spherical prism com
puted by Gauss-Legendre quadrature integration is contoured 
on a stereographic equal-area polar (SEAP) projection. In this 
case, the gravity anomaly was calculated in spherical coor
dinates by evaluating at each observation point an nk x nj x ni 
= 8 x 8 x 2=128 point quadrature formula where the inte
gration limits were specified directly from the spherical coor
dinate limits of the prism volume. The results shown in Fig. 2 
indicate that the two methods agree very well with respect to 
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the relatively small spatial scale under consideration. The slight 
disparity between the results is probably due to geometric 
distortion introduced by the use of Cartesian coordinates for 
calculation of the spherical prism anomaly. 

A comparison of magnetic anomaly fields is illustrated in 
Fig. 3 for the prism model with volume magnetic susceptibility 
contrast equal to 0.0005 emu/cm 3 (4n x 0.0005 in SI units) and 
uniform polarizing intensity F' = 60,000 gamma (60,000 nT), in
clination I'= 75° and declination D' = 0°. Over the observation 
grid, uniform geomagnetic field attitude characteristics of in
clination I= 75° and declination D =0° are also assumed. The 
total intensity magnetic anomaly of the spherical prism calcu
lated in Cartesian coordinates according to the method of 
Talwani ( 1965) is shown in Fig. 3A. The resultant anomaly 
corresponds well with the magnetic anomaly calculated in 
spherical coordinates by Gauss-Legendre quadrature in Fig. 3B. 

As a more regional-scale example, consider the application 
of Gauss-Legendre quadrature integration for modeling gravity 
and magnetic anomaly signatures, at the satellite elevation of 
450 km, due to the crustal thickness anomaly which is gridded 
in Fig. 4A. This zone of enhanced crustal thickness, extending 
from the Texas panhandle northeastward into Kansas, is por
trayed by seismic evidence (Warren and Healy 1973) as roughly 
10 km of lighter crustal material displacing denser (mantle) 
material to a depth of 50 km. To illustrate the gravity modeling 
procedure, a density contrast of - 0.3 g/cm 3 was assumed for 
th is feature. 

Magnetic considerations, on the other hand, suggest that 
the crustal thickness anomaly may represent a zone of positive 
magnetization contrast due to downward deflection of the Cu
rie isotherm in the region of thick, cooler crustal material or 
thicker magnetic crust extending into non-magnetic mantle 
material. For the purposes of this example, a volume suscepti
bility contrast of 10- 2 emu/ cm3 was assumed for the zone of 
enhanced crustal thickness which is representative of the gener
al magnetization reported for the lower crust (Hall 1974; Shuey 
et al. 1973). 

To determine the variable limits of integration for the eval
uation of the quadrature formula, the crustal thickness anom
aly was referred to the body point grid shown in Fig. 4A. For 
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• • •+ 40 . 0°N 

274.0°E Fig. 3. Magnetic anomaly 
comparisons for a spherical prism 

each Gauss-Legendre node in the ¢ '-longitude coordinates of 
the body, the O'-latitude limits of the body were interpolated 
from the 6 points describing the body's boundary. The radial 
limits, in turn, were interpolated from the 6 boundary points 
and 3 interior points of the body for each Gauss-Legendre 
node with horizontal(</>', O')-coordinates. For the particular mod
el considered here, of course, the radial coordinates of the 9 body 
points used to approximate the subsurface configuration of the 
body were specified to represent a uniform thickness of 10 km. 

The resultant gravity anomaly at 450 km elevation due to 
this feature is illustrated in Fig. 4B. The gravity effect was 
calculated by evaluating an nkxnjxni=l6 x 16x2=512 point 
Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula over the (41, 41) grid of 
observations. The magnetic effect of the crustal thickness anom
aly was also computed in this manner at 450 km elevation. 
The resultant total intensity magnetic anomaly in the 1 GRF-
1965 updated to 1968 is demonstrated in Fig. 5 A. To remove 
anomaly distortion due to regional variability of the reference 
field, the magnetic effect was next computed, assuming a uniform 
polarizing field intensity of 60,000 gamma and radial geomag
netic field inclination at both source and observation points. 
Accordingly, Fig. SB illustrates the resultant magnetic anomaly 
field reduced to radial polarization at 450 km elevation for the 
crustal thickness model. 

Finally, for accurate implementation of the method the 
distance between the equivalent source points and the obser
vation point must be greater than the equivalent source point 
spacing within the body. This limitation can be minimized in 
practice by either subdividing the body into an appropriate 
number of smaller bodies, or increasing the number of equiva
lent point sources, or increasing the distance between the ob
servation point and the body. The latter consideration suggests 
that the Gauss-Legendre quadrature formulation is especially 
well suited for modeling satellite-level gravity and magnetic 
anomalies because of the large elevations involved with these 
measurements. The gravity and magnetic anomaly signatures of 
the crustal thickness model, for example, can be computed 
using an nkxnjxni=4x4x2=32 point quadrature formula 
to nearly the same precision as developed by the 512 point 
formula in Fig. 48 and 5, respectively. 
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Fig. 5. A SEAP projection of total magnetic intensity anomaly for the crustal thickness model computed in the lGRF-1965 updated to 1968 by 
Ga uss-Legendre quadrature integration. B SEAP project ion of reduced-to-the-pole magnetic a nomaly for the crustal thickness model by Ga uss
Legendre quadrature integration using a normalized pola rizing amplitude of 60,000 gam ma 

Application of Method 

The spherical earth modeling procedure was used to obtain a 
preliminary view of the gravity and magnetic anomaly charac
teristics for the Mississippi embayment at 450 km elevation. 
This information is pertinent to evaluating, for example, the 
feasibility of using satellite gravity and magnetic surveys for 
detecting anomaly signatures due to failed rifts. 

The Mississippi embayment represents a broad, spoon
shaped re-entrant of Mesozoic and Cenozoic sedimentary rocks 
which extends into the Paleozoic terrain of the North Amer
ican craton from the south as outlined by the shaded contour 
of Fig. 6D. The axis of this feat ure roughly parallels the Mis
sissippi River tapering northward into the tectonically active 
region of the New Madrid seismic zone. An integrated analysis 
of gravity, seismic, stratigraphic and petrologic data by Ervin 
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Fig. 6A- D. Development of Mississippi embayment density and magnetization models. Also shown in (D) is an index map of the embayment 
(shaded contour) where G is the gravity profile studied by Ervin and McGinnis (1975), R is the seismic refraction line studied by McCamy and 
Meyer (1965), and Sb the surface wave propagation path studied by Austin and Keller (1979) 

and McGinnis (1975) suggests the embayment is a late Pre
cambrian aulacogen which was reactivated most recently in the 
late Cretaceous by tensional forces initiated during the for
mation of the present Atlantic ocean basin by subsidence of the 
Gulf coastal plain. 

Figure 6A is a cross-section of the density structure of the 
Mississippi embayment given by Ervin and McGinnis (1975) 
along a profile between Yellville, Arkansas and Scottsboro, 
Alabama (hereafter called Y- S profile). This density model was 
synthesized from regional gravity data derived from the U.S. 
Bouguer gravity anomaly map of Woollard and Joesting (1964) 
and the results of a reversed seismic refraction profile between 
Little Rock, Arkansas and Cape Girardeau, Missouri as de
scribed by McCamy and Meyer (1966). Austin and Keller 
(1979) integrated the work of McCamy and Meyer (1966) with 
an analysis of Rayleigh wave dispersion along a propagation 
path between Oxford, Mississippi and Florissant, Missouri to 
obtain a similar density model for the Y-S profile which is 
illustrated in Fig. 6B. An index map for locating these various 
studies is given in Fig. 6D. In general, the crustal cross-sections 
shown in Fig. 6A, B support the failed-rift model for the origin 
of the Mississippi embayment. 

The agreement of surface wave, seismic refraction, and grav
ity data in the region of the embayment suggests that the 
crustal cross-section given in Fig. 6B can be useful for develop
ing a reasonably valid three-dimensional model of the embay
ment. Accordingly, the crustal cross-section that was genera
lized from Fig. 6B for the purposes of this study is given as the 
four-body model shown in Fig. 6C. The gravity analysis due to 
Cordell (1977) was used to project the characteristics of this 
generalized crustal cross-section north and south of the Y-S 
profile. 
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Cordell (1977) corrected the smoothed positive Bouguer 
anomaly of the embayment for the low-density sediments and 
observed the long continuous positive anomaly with an ampli
tude of 15--45 mgal increasing southward illustrated in Fig. 6D. 
The axis of this anomaly closely follows the Mississippi River 
northward beyond its confluence with the Ohio River into southern 
Illinois. The anomaly exhibits relatively uniform behavior south of 
the Y - S profile until about 33° N where it increases sharply, thus 
suggesting that the crustal cross-section may be uniformly pro
jected southward along the Mississippi River to approximately 
33° N. To the north, decreasing gravity anomaly values in 
conjunction with the northward tapering surface configuration 
of the embayment suggest a commensurate northward tapering 
projection of the crustal cross-section along the Mississippi 
River into southern Illinois. Hence, to obtain the first-order, 
three-dimensional generalization of the crustal structure of the 
embayment used in this investigation, the crustal cross-section 
of Fig. 6C was projected uniformly south of the Y-S profile 
and tapered uniformly northward as outlined in Fig. 6D. The 
northern ends of the four bodies of this generalized model as 
projected onto the cross-section along the Y- S profile are 
given by the shaded regions of Fig. 6C. 

To compute the potential field anomalies at 450 km ele
vation, each of the four bodies of this generalized model was 
represented by a Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula consist
ing of 128 equivalent point sources. The latitude and longitude 
limits of each body were represented by 8 point sources and 
the radial limits by 2 point sources. Pertinent body volume 
limits were interpolated from a set of body points that sampled 
the coordinates of the surface envelope for each body. The 
quadrature formulae were next evaluated and summed over a 
(21, 13) observation grid spanning the region (260- 280) 0 E, (33-
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Fig. 7A-E. Mississippi embayment satellite-level comparisons between Gauss-Legendre quadrature modeled gravity and magnetic anomalies and 
upward continued 1°-averaged free-air gravity and reduced-to-the-pole POGO satellite magnetic anomaly data. Each anomaly field is plotted on a 
stereographic equal-area polar projection 

45) 0 N and compared to observed gravity and magnetic ano
maly data at 450 km elevation. 

Upward continuation of free-air gravity anomaly values 
from the surface of the earth to an elevation of 450 km by 
equivalent point source inversion for the study area leads to 
the results shown in Fig. 7 A. These data exhibit a pronounced 
relative positive anomaly with slightly greater than 3 mgal of 
relative amplitude in the region of the embayment. The gravity 
effect of the generalized four-body model described above is 
shown in Fig. 7B as roughly a 4 mgal anomaly. The general 
agreement between the modeled and observed data over the 
embayment suggests that the observed gravity anomaly can be 
reasonably well accounted for at 450 km elevation by the gen
eralized four-body model. 

Polar Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (POGO) satellite 
magnetometer observations reduced to radial polarization using 
a normalization amplitude of 60,000 gamma by equivalent point 
source inversion are given for the study area in Fig. 7C. These 
data show a prominent east-west magnetic high that is breached 
in the vicinity of the embayment by a magnetic low. To give 
better resolution of the characteristics of the magnetic anomaly 
for the embayment region, the radially polarized data were high
pass filtered for anomaly wavelengths smaller than about 10°. The 
high-pass filtered data are illustrated in Fig. 70 and show a neg
ative anomaly of roughly - 3 gamma over the embayment. 

Wasilewski et al. (1979) found that most analyses of me
dium to long-wavelength magnetic anomalies suggest that sour
ces are probably contained in the lower crust which, in gener
al, may be substantially more magnetic than the upper crust. 
The conditions for coherent regional magnetization are en
hanced as crustal depth increases. Remanence and thermal 

overprints are diminished, and viscous magnetization and ini
tial susceptibility are enhanced with increasing tempera
ture especially within 100°-l50°C of the Curie point. The 
thickness of the crust within this thermal regime may be 5-
20 km depending on the steepness of the geothermal gradient. 
Accordingly, they suggest that deep crustal magnetic sources 
are probably related to lateral variations of petrologic factors 
or Curie isotherm topography. 

Accordingly, an obvious deep crustal source for the ob
served magnetic anomaly is body =II= 2 (Fig. 6C) which also re
presents the major gravity source of the embayment model. Austin 
and Keller (1979) propose that the combination of bodies =II= 1 and 
# 2 was formed as a manifestation of a mantle upwarp beneath 
the embayment comprising of a mixture of crust and upper 
mantle material which subsequently cooled to form a block of 
high density material. Magnetic hypotheses which are con
sistent with this view include body # 2 as a zone of negative 
magnetization contrast with respect to the lower crust due to 
depletion of magnetic minerals. Negative magnetization for 
body # 2 also can result from temperatures which exceed the 
Curie point, although present heat flow data (Sass et al. 1976) 
do not appear to warrant this hypothesis for the embayment. 

Body # 3 may represent an additional magnetic source for 
the embayment assuming crustal magnetization increases with 
depth. However, the positive magnetic contribution of body 
# 3 will be relatively weak if the Curie isotherm depth is about 
40 km or more. Arguments for including bodies # l and # 4 in 
a magnetic model of the embayment appear to be lacking, so 
that body # 2 probably represents the primary source for the 
observed magnetic anomaly data if the Curie isotherm is at 
about 40 km of depth in the region of the embayment. 
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Hence, the magnetic anomaly due to body # 2 was calculat
ed in Fig. 7E using a magnetization contrast of - 2.4 
x 10- 3 emu/cm 3. These results show that the anomaly ampli

tude observed for the region of the embayment at 450 km 
elevation can be matched well by a source such as body # 2 
located near the base of the crust with magnetic properties 
which correspond with the magnetization characteristics anti
cipated for the lower crust. Substantial disparity is apparent, 
however, when the spatial characteristics of the observed and 
modeled magnetic anomalies are compared. Further refine
ments of the magnetic model are necessary and will be particu
larly warrented when data are available from the current Mag
sat program (Langel 1979) to verify and further upgrade the 
POGO satellite magnetic anomalies for lithospheric appli
cations. Accordingly, body # 2 as determined by gravity 
modeling considerations represents only a preliminary magnetic 
model for the embayment. 

Conclusions 

Regional gravity and magnetic anomaly modeling for arbitrari
ly shaped lithospheric sources with variable physical properties 
can be achieved accurately and efficiently in spherical coor
dinates using Gauss-Legendre quadrature integration. The pro
cedure involves representation of the anomalous source as a 
distribution of equivalent point gravity poles or point magnetic 
dipoles which contribute incremental anomaly values evaluated 
and summed at each observation point to obtain the total 
anomaly. The distribution of equivalent point sources is de
termined directly from the volume limits of the anomalous 
body. For an arbitrarily shaped body, the variable limits of 
integration can be obtained from interpolations performed on a 
set of body points which approximate the surface envelope of 
the anomalous source. 

A chief practical advantage of the method is its consider
able versatility. The physical properties of the equivalent point 
sources, for example, can be individually varied to reflect physi
cal property variations of the body being modeled. The method 
can also be readily extended to model the geoidal anomaly, 
vector components, and spatial derivatives to any order of the 
body's anomalous gravitational and magnetic potentials. Fi
nally, the accuracy of the method can be controlled by adjust
ing the number of equivalent point sources or the distance 
between the source and observation point. In this regard, the 
method is particularly well suited for satellite gravity and mag
netic :momaly modeling because the efficiency and accuracy of 
the application increases with increasing distance between 
source and observation points. 

In consideration of the foregoing results, it is concluded 
that Gauss-Legendre quadrature integration facilitates a power
ful and efficient approach to spherical earth modeling of re
gional-scale lithospheric gravity and magnetic anomaly sources. 
Accordingly, the method has widespread application in the 
analysis and design of regional-scale gravity and magnetic sur
veys for lithospheric investigation. 
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